
Ease of Movement 
    

As I improve my skills, but find my athleticism challenged by age and old 
injuries, I also find that a relaxed, subtle application of skills comes almost 
automatically and is just as effective, if not more effective, than my former fast-
and-hard responses. Understanding how I do what I do automatically, and being 
able to pass that on to others, both fascinates and satisfies me. 
 

In this article series, I wrote (in Why do You REALLY Like Your Art?) that Ease of 

Movement was my third key attraction for my continuing to train after five decades of martial arts. 

My 35th Anniversary Seminar, The Road to Mastery, referred to developmental signposts 

one passes, regardless of style, when studying an art for an extended period of time. The fifth stage 

was called Banji-wa Budo Desu (Everything is Budo) and posited a level in which the practitioner 

would not only see the world around him in terms of the martial arts, but also would subconsciously 

make his everyday movements functional in self-defense. Thus, if you bent over to tie your shoe, 

you actually would be ducking and could affect an ankle takedown on the attacker simultaneously.  

If budo-as-everyday-movement is at the final stage of mastery, and everyday movements are 

typically not hard or sharp, it stands to reason that advanced movements are more likely to be 

natural and easy to perform. Therefore, one would think that natural, easy movements would be 

intuitive, but that is far from the truth. We need the artificial, sometimes hard and sharp, movements 

in order to be effective while we are at a less efficient stage. We also need them, I think, to study 

how our body movement works on an opponent’s body movement. The more natural, easier 

movements when applied successfully are often too subtle to analyze easily. 

I am almost as fascinated as are students when I show how, with a studied but completely 

natural and simple turn of the wrist, one can off-balance an attacker who is holding on. I am 

delighted as they are when I simply shift my weight and reach out my arm both to deflect an 

attacker’s blow and also to set him up for a counterattack. No, I can’t do it every time, nor against 

the current UFC champ, but the fact that it can be done fascinates me. And I find satisfying that, for 

the most part, I can explain it to students who, over time, develop the same skills.  

For some people, being able to kick like Bill Wallace at 70-years-old is a real motivator. For 

others, being able to still look good doing kata is the motivator. For me, it is being more effective in 

self-defense at my current age than I was at 25, 35, or 45, and with less effort. This does not mean 

that I am growing a sumo belly and calling it internal strength. I try to keep up my kicks and kata as 

good as when I was younger by keeping in better shape than I was yesterday. But as Yoshiyuki 

SAGARU suggests in Transparent Power, being physically strong is necessary, but is not achieved 

through budo. You can become strong in limb and torso by constantly exercising, and you can 

become “strong” in a technique by constantly practicing. But, the former strength, although 



desirable, does not produce the latter strength. Sagaru suggests a proper aiki application, for 

example, uses no more than 30% of one’s strength. 

Gichin FUNAKOSHI says that kamae (posture) and dachi (stances) were good for training, 

but for application, one should use shizentai (natural body).  

The more I bring my aiki and my karate together, the more I am fascinated that both 

masters, Sagaru and Funakoshi were suggesting part of the same idea — Ease of Movement. 

 


